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Contrary to recent social media panic, the Electronic Logging Device (ELD) mandate will not
significantly impact horse owners. Only drivers that are already required to log their driving records
under hours-of-service (HOS) and records of duty status (RODS) requirements will be impacted by
the ELD mandate.[i]
THE MANDATE GENERALLY
The ELD mandate requires an electronic logging device (ELD) be installed in vehicles of
commercial drivers that are required to prepare HOS and RODS documents.[ii] The ELD is an
electronic alternative to paper records required by HOS and RODS regulations.[iii] The ELD begins
recording the date, time, location, engine hours, vehicle miles, and identification information of the
driver when the truck reaches five miles per hour.[iv] The ELD also measures the location of the
vehicle when it is turned on, off, every hour while the vehicle is moving, and when the driver sets the
vehicle to personal use.[v] Transporters of agricultural commodities, including horses, have been
granted an extension to comply with the ELD mandate, so compliance must be reached by March
18, 2018.[vi]
DRIVERS REGULATED BY THE ELD
While the ELD mandate does not add a class of equine-specific commercial drivers, release of
mandate details has spurred an awareness of pre-existing driving regulations that may be applicable
to people hauling horses.[vii] Commercial motor vehicles (CMV) are vehicles used in interstate
commerce to transport property and (a) weigh 10,001 or more pounds, (b) have gross vehicle weight
rating of 10,001 pounds or more, or (c) the truck and trailer have a gross combination weight rating
of 10,001 pounds or more.[viii]
Because the definition of a CMV is so broad, there are many ways a vehicle used to transport horses
can be considered a CMV, assuming it meets the weight requirements. For example, a truck and
trailer that meet the weight requirements and are written off as a business expense for tax purposes
are CMVs.[ix] Sponsored riders are being compensated for riding horses, so the truck and trailer
used to haul the horses are CMVs.[x] Charging to haul a horse is engaging in interstate commerce
and makes the truck and trailer CMVs.[xi] Effectively, if the truck or trailer is used to make money
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or is tied to a business and meets the weight requirements, it is a CMV.[xii] Drivers of CMVs are
subject to HOS and RODS requirements if they do not fall under one of the exemptions provided
by 49 C.F.R. §395.1.[xiii]
HOS and RODS regulated drivers must keep track of the hours they drive and are limited to driving
11 of 14 hours when not operating under an exemption.[xiv] The 14-hour, ELD-tracked period
begins when the truck reaches five miles per hour.[xv] HOS and RODS drivers also must take a 30-
minute break after driving for eight hours.[xvi] This 30-minute break requirement does not apply to
drivers transporting livestock.[xvii] Once the 14-hour period has been reached, the driver must stop
driving for ten consecutive hours.[xviii]
http://mrtruck.net/2tonvs1ton.htm
(http://mrtruck.net/2tonvs1ton.htm):
EXEMPTIONS TO THE ELD MANDATE
There are many exemptions available to horse haulers, including exemptions for the transport of
livestock within 150 air-miles of the farm, occasional transport of personal property without
compensation, and for vehicles manufactured before 2000.[xix] Note that drivers exempt from ELD
requirements may not be exempt from abiding by RODS requirements.[xx]
ELD, RODS, and HOS regulations do not have to be followed when livestock are being transported
within 150 air-miles of the farm.[xxi] An air-mile is 6,076 feet, which is longer than a standard mile.
Consequently, a driver that stays within 172.6 standard miles from the farm does not have to
comply with the ELD, RODS, or HOS regulations, including hourly driving limits.[xxii] The driver
must start complying with the ELD, RODS, and HOS regulations only after exceeding 172.6
standard miles from the farm.[xxiii] Drivers that transport in excess of 172.6 standard miles in eight
days or less during a 30-day period are exempt from the ELD rule for the entire 30-day period.[xxiv]
This mileage exception is applicable even if the driver crosses state lines.[xxv]
The “occasional transportation of personal property,” when not done for payment and not done in
“furtherance of a commercial enterprise,” is exempt from ELD, RODS, and HOS regulations.[xxvi]
This exemption can be used in a number of situations, including by people that occasionally
transport horses to shows that offer prize money. As long as the show is not attended for profit, prize
money is declared as ordinary income for tax purposes, the costs associated with showing is not
deducted on taxes, and corporate sponsorship is not involved then it falls under the exemption.
[xxvii]
There are several misconceptions associated with CMV exemptions. Contrary to popular belief, a
driver must do more than place a “Not for Hire” sign on the truck or trailer to be exempted from
the ELD requirements.[xxviii] Another common misconception is that the recreational vehicle (RV)
exemption applies to horse trailers with living quarters. The exemption related to RVs is limited to
drive-away-tow-away operations.[xxix] Drive-away-tow-away operations are operations that
transport RVs between manufacturer’s facilities, dealerships and purchasers or leasees, to a repair
facility, or by using a saddle-mount or tow-bar.[xxx] This means people hauling horse trailers with
living quarters to any non-drive-away-tow-away purpose will not qualify for the exemption.
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